GET THE DEAL OUT THE DOOR
Complete back office processes better, faster, and more
efficiently with Dealertrack Louisiana Registration and Title.

Your Dealership Got the Deal:

Now you’ve got to get the deal out the door. Streamline
back-office processes with an electronic solution that integrates
directly with your state DMV, completing transactions
in under 4 minutes.1

Simplify Every Step:
• Maximize profit opportunity with user-inspired technology
that helps to streamline back-office processes.
• Reduce manual data-entry inaccuracies and gain greater
workflow flexibility with DMS batch import and temp tag import.
• Virtually eliminate critical errors before transmittal to state
motor vehicle agency using Automated Data Validation.
• Follow deals through the registration and title process and
view their status in real-time.

< 4 MIN
Proud to Partner With:
Schedule a demo to learn more at go.dealertrack.com/LA
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*Dealertrack Registration and Title transactional data from 11/1/19 to 10/31/20.

1. Based on Dealertrack User Timing report through Google Analytics 11.1.19 - 10.31.20
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Trade-In Titling
(Accelerated Title)

Gain payoff and title release in as fast
as 4-6 days—that’s up to 70% faster.1

Access full title details, reliable
payoff amounts, and status insights
in real time.

Speed title release to help turn
inventory faster, reduce holding
costs and ensure cash flow.

In-State
Reg & Title

Enable real-time, electronic
reg & title processing with intuitive,
digital interface.

Reduce inaccuracies from manual
data entry with DMS batch import.

Submit transactions in minutes
and gain back-office efficiency.2

Out-of-State
Reg & Title (RegUSA®)

Simplify complex transactions with
an intuitive interface that guides you
through deal completion.

Quickly append deals to ensure
accurate details and fast submission
to DMV.

Build deals with detailed taxes
and fees to ensure the best deal
for each customer.

Schedule a demo to learn more at go.dealertrack.com/LA

1. Based on average industry timeframe for vehicle title release and vehicle
payoff process of 18+ days, as determined by 2020 Dealertrack data.
2. Based on Dealertrack User Timing report through Google Analytics
11.1.19 - 10.31.20

